OK4H Hot Air Balloon Kit

Return Kit to:

Jeff Sallee
205 4-H Youth Development
Stillwater, OK 74078
405/744-8885
Jeff.sallee@okstate.edu

The kit contains:

- Glue Sticks
- Scissors, pens, sharpies
- Gore Pattern
- Wire Hoop to use as a pattern
- Wire for Hoops (limited)
- Wire cutters
- Electrical tape
- 4 Heat Guns
- 2 short extension cords
- Kite string for tying off balloon or for balloon retrieval
- Chalk for marking on the balloons
- Vent Pipe
- Duct tape
- gloves
- 2 pvc sticks for unrolling the tissue paper
- 2 sticks for lifting balloon during inflation

You will need to supply:

- Rolls of tissue paper if you don’t already have enough, (I bought my ‘jewelers paper’ at Sears.com it is also available at other suppliers)
- Burner (fish cooker or turkey fryer type)
- Propane
- Lighter
- Extra Gloves for handling the HOT stove pipe
- **Have a Fire Extinguisher just in case!**